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• CHAPTER 1 •

i built lego paint ball capture the food. the the blue is 
defending and red is attacking. the guy with the bags 
is the supplier so is the the guy with the police hat. 
he holds the supplies. the guy with the carrot and 
stick weapon is a exploder. when he shoots the paint 
goes every were. the guy with the blue helmet is the 
normal. he is armored and strong but not fast and so 

MEET THE TEAM
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• CHAPTER 2 •

this is a unfinished bridge. there are builders. when 
it is finished it will be big.when it is done it will be 13 
feet wide and 35 feet long. they will put a fence down 
so others wont fall. the builders are trained to not 
fall. it cannot hold normal cars so it must hold people 
and hover cars. the builders are working hard so they 
get paid a lot. they like building and there boss Seth 

BRIDGE BUILDERS



• CHAPTER 3 •

this is the MAZE OF PAIN! it isn’t really painful but 
it does have lots of tricks. the first trick is the glue 
gun because if you run past the red lazier it triggers a 
glue gun to make you stuck! next their is a force field 
but it is weak. next their is a trip wire to make a BIG 
wall. next their is a fake wall in lego land if you watch 
the show you will know what to do. last thing is the 

MAZES



a b o u t  m e

i like playing video 
games and building 
legos. I'm nine years 
old I’m almost 10 I am 
now in 4’th grade I 
also like drawing 
rabbits. I like Pokemon 
too and I live at NC 
when I'm in middle 
school or high school i 
will move away I think 
we are going to Boston 
but I don’t know.
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